Billy Blanks' This is Tae Bo
This is the definitive Tae Bo workout. It brings you the best overall body workout combining cardio, sculpting and ab training for maximum fat burning. You will shed pounds, lose inches and shape your body like never before. Not to mention you will change the way you think about fitness forever.
£8.99 | available from amazon.co.uk

Elements of Yoga: Earth Foundation
Tara Lee, creator of the best selling Bump, Birth and Beyond series, brings you a new yoga flow DVD. Based on the Earth Element this yoga DVD is designed to build the foundations of a yoga practice suitable for all levels.
£14.99 | available from taraleeyoga.com

Thriving Yoga – Yoga for Breast Cancer
Yoga for Cancer has been created exclusively for breast cancer survivors. The inspirational DVD was created by Kate, in dedication to her mother, Priscilla Kinney who battled 23 years against metastatic breast cancer. £10 from every DVD is donated to Maggie’s Cancer Centres.
£24.99 | available from yogaseeker.co.uk

Beginner’s Weight Loss Transformation – Bob Harper
Whether this is your first time working out, or it’s been while, now is the time to drop pounds and renovate your body to it’s best form. Push yourself harder and punch-up your heart rate to annihilate calories, attack fat and reconstruct your body completely.
£9.99 | available from amazon.co.uk
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